Introduction
Many research reports have shown that road angles have direct influences on vehicle dynamics, and those effects need to be identified for a satisfactory performance. For example, lacking of road information, rollover prediction systems may produce false alarms ͓1,2͔; vehicle stability controls may either initiate false activation or need large actuation power ͓3,4͔. The road angle problems are difficult to tackle with because it is neither practical to assume that road angles can be obtained beforehand, nor measure them in real time using sensors attached to a vehicle body. Road angles are difficult to measure in real time because they are often coupled with other vehicle dynamics in sensor measurements, such as vehicle roll/pitch angles, lateral accelerations, etc. ͓5-8͔.
In general, road angles are described by the "road curve angle," "road bank angle," and "road grade angle," as shown in Fig. 1 . Even though the road bank/grade angle and the vehicle roll/pitch angle have indistinguishable influences on sensor measurements, they play very different roles in vehicle dynamics. Therefore, some researchers proposed using vehicle dynamics and state observer techniques to estimate road angles ͓3,7,9͔. In order to achieve a reliable estimation of road angles with less amount of sensor deployments, the incorporated vehicle model must be as precise as possible; this leads to high-order, nonlinear differential equations for vehicle modeling. Some conventional nonlinear observer design methods, such as the extended Kalman filter ͑EKF͒, require information from the Jacobian matrices of system equations and measurement equations at each sampling time ͓10͔. To construct such an observer for an n-state, m-output nonlinear system, one needs to derive/code ͑n ϫ n + m ϫ n͒ equations by hand. For high-order nonlinear vehicle systems, this is impractical. Partly for that reason, most road angle estimation systems employ more amounts of sensors to work with simplified vehicle models ͓3,7-9,11͔.
In most road angle estimation literature, the coordinate systems were defined in a way that the road curve angle was aligned with the vehicle yaw angle. And the estimations were performed on either road bank angle ͓4,3,6,8͔ or road grade angle ͓9,12͔; only a few on those two angles simultaneously ͓7,5,11͔. And, in those two-angle estimations, the road bank angle and grade angle were both referred to the same coordinate, which is totally different from the conventional "Euler angle" approach ͓13͔. Consequently, even one knows the heading direction of a vehicle ͑vehicle yaw angle͒, it is still difficult to picture ͑calculate͒ the road terrain from the values of their road bank angle and road grade angle.
Previously, the author proposed a novel switching computation scheme ͓2͔, which can solve differential equations numerically. With that method, a set of high-order differential equations is separated into two sets of low-order differential equations. These two sets of low-order differential equations calculate state values in a way similar to "domain decomposition methods ͓14͔." The state values obtained from this method can be fairly close to those of the analytical solutions. The analysis of stability and convergence ͓1͔ indicates that, by choosing a proper "switching time," the computation accuracy is proportional to the switching time to the power of 2. This method can be extended to the state observer construction for high-order nonlinear systems with the benefit of reducing a large amount of equation derivations.
In this paper, we present a novel approach to estimate road bank angle, road grade angle, and their effects on vehicle dynamics. In this method, estimating road angles needs the information of vehicle yaw angle but estimating the road angle effects does not. Unlike other approaches in this aspect, the conventional Euler angle is used to describe a road terrain, and the referenced coordinate system is fixed on Earth. Thus, the description of terrain is intuitive and independent of the vehicle yaw angle. Since the estimation of road angles is achieved by the angle influence on vehicle dynamics, a "full-state" vehicle model ͑22 states, nonlinear differential equations͒ is incorporated to ensure the estimation accuracy under various vehicle maneuvers. As discussed before, using such a high-order nonlinear model in state estimations would require lots of equation derivations. Therefore, the previously proposed switching computation techniques are used to suggest suitable sensors and to reduce the amount of equation derivations. The procedures of constructing the estimation system and the observability analysis of road angle estimations are both discussed in detail in this paper. duced for constructing the vehicle model. These four coordinate systems are global frame ͕g͖, road frame ͕r͖, body frame ͕b͖, and auxiliary frame ͕a͖. Similar to conventional approaches, the global frame is fixed to a point on Earth, whereas the body frame is fixed to the center of gravity ͑CG͒ of the vehicle. In addition to conventional approaches, the road frame is introduced to describe vehicle dynamics on a sloped road. The relationship between the road frame and the global frame is described by the Euler angles ͑ r , r , r ͒, which are referred to as the road grade angle, road bank angle, and road curve angle, respectively. The relationship between the road frame and the body frame is described by another set of Euler angles ͑ , , ͒. These three angles describe the vehicle attitude relative to the road level and are referred to as the "vehicle yaw angle," "vehicle pitch angle," and "vehicle roll angle," respectively. Since the vehicle may move along a path irrelevant to road curve angles, the road curve angle does not affect the vehicle dynamics. Thus, it is assumed to be zero ͑ r =0͒ in this paper.
The auxiliary frame ͑aux-frame͒ is obtained by rotating the z-axis of the road frame until the x-axis of the road frame is aligned with the x-axis of the body frame. The aux-frame is used because it describes the vehicle translational motions in an intuitive manner while preserving the information of other vehicle dynamics relative to the road level. In the following vehicle modeling, vehicle translational motions are described in the aux-frame, and the rotational motions are described by Euler angles ͑ , , ͒. Fig. 1 , Earth's gravity is an external force acting on the vehicle body and is fixed to the global frame. Therefore, it affects vehicle dynamics via road angles. If the sloped road is described by the Euler angles ͑ r , r , r ͒ with the rotation order of "pitch-rollyaw" and the road curve angle is zero ͑ r =0͒, three components of the gravitational force, presented in the aux-frame ͑G x a , G y a , G z a ͒, can be obtained as 
Road Angle Effects and Vehicle Modeling. As shown in
where g is Earth's gravity. Since Earth's gravity is the only external force that is fixed to the global frame in most cases, the "road angle effects" on vehicle dynamics can be attributed to these gravitational forces ͑G x a , G y a , G z a ͒. Similar to other researches ͓15,16͔, the vehicle modeling is proceeded with the "sprung mass system" and "unsprung mass system." Assuming that the vehicle body is rigid, the dynamics of the sprung mass system, presented in the aux-frame, is Transactions of the ASME generated by tires and suspension systems; M x , M y , and M z are the external torques acting on the vehicle CG along three axes of the body frame; and I x , I y , and I z are the moments of inertia of the sprung mass system along three axes of the body frame. The dynamics of the unsprung mass system, presented in the aux-frame, is
where i a represents the angular rate of each tire i; F a,i is the longitudinal adhesive force generated by tire i; T b,i and T m,i are the braking and traction torque transmitted to tire i, respectively; I w,i is the moment of inertia of tire i; r e,i is the effective rolling radius of tire i; H i a represents the displacement of each suspension corner i; the subscript i refers to four suspension corners in a way: 1 → front-left, 2 to 4 in a clockwise motion; l f and l r are the distances from the CG to the front and rear axes, respectively; and t f and t r are one-half the distances of the front and rear tracks, respectively. More details of this vehicle modeling can be found in Refs. ͓1,2͔.
Road Angle Estimations
In this paper, two road angles ͑ r , r ͒ are treated as system states and identified by state observer techniques. In order to apply existing observer algorithms to this problem, the "dynamic equations" of road angles should be obtained prior to the observer construction. However, it is neither practical to use sensors, attached to a vehicle body, to measure the change rate of road angles, nor to obtain this information for a specific road terrain. The change rates of these two angles are assumed to be zeros for now ͑Eq. ͑4͒͒. Although this assumption leads to model errors when the vehicle is moving on a road with varying road angles, this error can be alleviated using some robust observer designs, which will be discussed shortly.
From Eqs. ͑1͒-͑4͒, one can obtain a 22-state vehicle model that can mimic vehicle behaviors on a sloped road. This vehicle model is used to construct the state observer for estimating road angles and their effects.
3.1 Switching Observer Scheme. As discussed before, using the conventional EKF to construct an observer for a 22-state nonlinear system, one must derive 484 partial derivative terms ͑22 ϫ 22= 484͒. Moreover, to examine the feasibility of a sensor candidate, one must derive at least 22 derivative terms. It is difficult to do so. The switching observer scheme ͓2͔, developed from a switching computation scheme, is used to suggest suitable sensors and reduce the intensive equation derivations. In that case, one can then design two individual observers; one observer requires 144 partial derivative terms while the other requires 100 partial derivative terms. The amount of derivations is roughly one-half of that required for the conventional EKF. As shown in Fig. 3 , the switching observer scheme is operated in a way that, within each switching cycle, one observer estimates state values while the other observer is held static. They switch their roles in the next switching cycle. Vehicle yaw model:
Vehicle Yaw
Vehicle roll model:
According to Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, road angles have a direct impact on three translational accelerations. For the accuracy of state estimation, the "dynamics" of two road angles reside in the vehicle yaw model because the vehicle yaw model contains more translational dynamics than the vehicle roll model. Note that this is not the only way of splitting a vehicle system. From the stability analysis of the switching computation scheme, the system ͑states͒ splitting can be done differently as long as it satisfies certain stability constraints ͓1͔.
Sensor Selection.
According to Eq. ͑2͒, the road angle affects vehicle dynamics in many aspects. Therefore, in order to correctly estimate road angles from vehicle dynamics, most vehicle states must be known or correctly estimated. For this reason, Fig. 3 A diagram of sensors are chosen to ensure that most of the 22 vehicle states are observable. Here, we choose lateral acceleration sensors, longitudinal velocity sensors, and four suspension displacement sensors for this estimation system. Although longitudinal velocity sensors are not popular in commercial vehicles, a global positioning system ͑GPS͒/inertial navigation system ͑INS͒ sensor system can provide the information of the longitudinal velocity ͓17,18͔. However, the output of the GPS/INS systems needs lots of signal processing to obtain the velocity information, and is beyond the scope of this paper. We assume that the longitudinal velocity sensor is available for simplicity.
When adapting the switching observer scheme, the lateral acceleration sensors and longitudinal velocity sensors ͑Y 1 in Eq. ͑7͒͒ work with the state observer of the vehicle yaw model, while the four suspension displacement sensors ͑Y 2 in Eq. ͑8͒͒ work with the state observer of vehicle roll model.
Note that there are duplicated output equations in Y 2 and they share the same values from corresponding sensor measurements H i,m a . This is because the suspension displacement H i a is either a redundant or independent state depending on whether the tire i is on or off the ground ͓2͔. Once a tire is identified to be off the ground, its duplicated equation is removed as it is no longer valid. For example, if the first tire is identified to be off the ground, the fifth equation in Y 2 is removed. These duplicated equations ensure the success of state estimation no matter tires are on or off the ground.
Observer Algorithm.
The observer algorithms are chosen to be the EKF because it is simple and effective in the sensor noise reduction. Although the EKF has been questioned for the state convergence ͓10͔; in that case, one can use the iterative Kalman filter ͑IKF͒ to obtain both noise reduction and state convergence.
As discussed before, the assumption of constant road angles ͑Eq. ͑4͒͒ may lead to modeling error for state estimations. Normally, the model error can be dealt with by two methods in Kalman filtering: One adds large fictitious noise to dynamic equations ͓10͔, and the other one uses robust observer design such as "fading memory techniques ͓19,20͔." The fading memory technique is done by introducing a "forgetting factor" into the computation of the "predicted covariance matrix" in EKF ͓10͔. The predicted covariance matrix is then increased; thus the observer would believe more in sensor outputs than in system models. The forgetting factor can be chosen in a way that optimizes the performance of state convergence and noise reduction ͓19,20͔. However, the equation derivation is beyond the scope of this paper and thus omitted. Hence, the EKF accompanied with fading memory techniques is utilized in this paper.
Observability Analysis
The success of state estimations depends on the system observability. And the local observability of a nonlinear system is determined by the rank of the observability matrix, which is comprised of partial derivatives of the measurement equations and their derivatives ͓21͔. In this vehicle system, the observability matrix can be written as
As discussed before, this estimation system is designed to ensure most of vehicle states converging to their correct values. For better understanding of the system observability, the observability analysis is proceeded for road angles first and then for the entire vehicle states.
Observability Analysis for Road Angles.
The road angles ͑ r , r ͒ affect vehicle dynamics only through three gravitational forces ͑G x a , G y a , G z a ͒. Thus, these gravitational forces must be observable for the possible observability of road angles. Therefore, the observability of gravitational forces is examined first. With those selected sensors, the observability of gravitational forces can be determined by the following matrix:
2 cos 2 sin cos 0 0 0
The rank of the above matrix can be 3 but it depends on the state values of other vehicle dynamics. Meaning that if those vehicle states can be measured or correctly estimated, three gravitational forces can be correctly estimated. The observability of three angles ͑ r , r , ͒ that parametrized gravitational forces in Eq. ͑1͒ can be calculated by "chain-rules" techniques
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Observability Analysis for Vehicle Dynamics.
The observability of the overall vehicle system ͑22 states͒ is examined to show if those state values can be correctly obtained. Because of the switching observer scheme, the observability is checked for the vehicle yaw model and vehicle roll model separately.
Vehicle Yaw Model.
Before examining the rank of the observability matrix of the vehicle yaw model, we first check the partial derivatives of the measurement equations ͑Y 1 ͒ and its derivatives with respect to the states of longitudinal displacement ͑x a ͒ and lateral displacement ͑y a ͒.
‫ץ‬ ‫ץ‬x
a ΄ Y 1 Ẏ 1 ] ΅ = ‫ץ‬ ‫ץ‬y a ΄ Y 1 Ẏ 1 ] ΅ = ΄ 0 0 ] ΅ nϫ1
͑12͒
Equation ͑12͒ reveals that the associated partial derivatives are all zeros, and thus the longitudinal displacement and lateral displacement are globally unobservable. This result can be understood by the fact that displacement information cannot be obtained by neither acceleration sensors nor velocity sensors.
The rank of the observability matrix of the vehicle yaw model is difficult to calculate analytically because it requires lots of equation derivations. In this case, a trajectory of the vehicle states is specified and the rank of the observability matrix is calculated numerically. The simulation results show that the rank of the observability matrix is 9. Since ͑i͒ all the elements in Eq. ͑12͒ are zeros, ͑ii͒ three gravitational forces are observable ͑Eq. ͑10͒͒, and ͑iii͒ the observability matrix of three angles ͑ r , r , ͒ loses one rank ͑Eq. ͑11͒͒, one can conclude that, except the longitudinal displacement, lateral displacement, and one angle from ͑ r , r , ͒, the rest of states in the vehicle yaw model are all observable along this special trajectory.
Vehicle Roll
Model. For simplicity, we check the observability of the vehicle roll model using measurement equations Y 2 and their first derivatives only, which leads to the following:
where I is an identity matrix. One can prove that the rank of the lower-left matrix A is 6, except at = 90 deg. Thus, all states in the vehicle roll model are observable except when the vehicle pitch angle is 90 deg. Furthermore, the derivation indicates that the rank of the observability matrix can still be 10 when two of the duplicated measurement equations in Eq. ͑8͒ are removed from the observability matrix. This finding suggests that two of those duplicated measurement equations are redundant for state estimation. However, since it is impossible to know in advance which tire would lift off, all four duplicated measurement equations are used.
Since the vehicle states appearing in W o,gravity are all observable and the W o,gravity matrix is nonsingular, it is possible to choose a suitable observer algorithm to correctly estimate three gravitational forces. On the other hand, since the rank of the observability matrix W o,angle is 2, those three angles ͑ r , r , ͒ can be correctly estimated only when one of them is known.
Numerical Simulation
The following simulations are meant to validate the feasibility of the proposed method. In these simulations, the vehicle moves at an initial longitudinal speed of 25 m/s and then the steering wheel makes a left-hand turn, as shown in Fig. 4 . For simplicity, the noises associated with all the integrated sensors ͑lateral acceleration sensor, longitudinal velocity sensor, and suspension displacement sensors͒ are assumed to be white, and their standard devia 5 , the estimation system can estimate most vehicle dynamics correctly, except for the longitudinal displacement ͑x a ͒ and lateral displacement ͑y a ͒. Also, as shown in Fig. 6 , the estimation system can estimate three gravitational forces correctly but fails to estimate three angles ͑ r , r , ͒. These simulation results agree very well with the analysis shown in Sec. 4.
These results can be further verified by the singular values of the corresponding observability matrix. The observability matrices of gravitational force ͑W o,gravity ͒ and of angle estimations ͑W o,angle ͒ are calculated at each sampling time, and their corresponding singular values are drawn in Fig. 7 . All singular values are nonzero for the gravitational forces, and thus the estimations of these forces are correct. On the other hand, because one of the singular values for road angles is zero, the estimations of those angles are erroneous. Furthermore, the relative accuracy ͑ϵ͑estimated value− real value͒ / ͑real value͒ ͓23͔͒ of the gravitational force estimation is on average of 0.22%, 0.14%, and 0.006% for G x a , G y a , and G z a , respectively. Case II shows a vehicle moving on a road. The conditions in this case are the same as those in Case I, except that the sensor system provides additional measurements: vehicle yaw angle with a standard deviation of 0.01 rad. As shown in Fig. 8 , the estimation system can estimate accurately for three gravitational forces as well as for three angles ͑ r , r , ͒. This simulation results agree with the arguments shown in Sec. 4. The relative accuracies of state estimations are 0.48%, 0.64%, and 0.55% for r , r , and , and 0.82%, 0.42%, and 0.003% for G x a , G y a , and G z a . 
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Transactions of the ASME Case III shows a vehicle moving on a road. The conditions in this case are the same as those in Case I, except that the maximum steering wheel angle is 270 deg. As shown in Fig. 9 , the estimation system can obtain correct values for three gravitational forces, even when two suspensions reach their extension limits ͑dashed-dotted line͒ from 5.2 s to 6.1 s. This implies that the estimation system can still work well when two tires are off the ground. The relative accuracy of the gravitational force estimation is on average of 4.11%, 7.16%, and 0.004% for G x a , G y a , and G z a , respectively. The estimation accuracy in this case is worse than that in Case I. This is because the duplicated equations in Eq. ͑8͒ are removed when tires are off the ground, and that lowers the degree of observability for G x a , G y a , and G z a estimation. Case IV shows a vehicle moving on a road with which the road bank angle and road grade angle are both changing with time. In this simulation, two angles are sinusoidal with the frequency of 0.25 Hz and the magnitude of 10 deg. As shown in Fig. 10 , the estimation system can still obtain correct values for three gravitational forces. The relative accuracies of the gravitational force estimation are 0.92%, 5.95%, and 0.044% for G x a , G y a , and G z a on average. The estimation accuracy in this case is roughly the same as the case of constant angles. It can be attributed to that the fading memory techniques are in effect to optimize the performance of state convergence and estimation accuracy.
Case V shows a vehicle moving on a road. The conditions in this case are the same as those in Case IV, except that the sensor system provides three additional information: vehicle yaw rate, road bank rate, and road grade rate. These information can be obtained by attaching gyroscopes to the vehicle body. For simplicity, the standard deviations of these measurements are all assumed to be 0.01 rad/s. As shown in Fig. 11 , the estimation system can obtain correct values for three gravitational forces, three angular rates, but still fails on three angles. The explanation for this case is shown in Sec. 6. 
Discussion
Simulation results ͑Figs. 6 and 8͒ and observability analysis ͑Sec. 4͒ both indicate that three gravitational forces can be correctly estimated but three angles ͑ r , r , ͒ cannot. Since those three angles affect vehicle dynamics only through gravitational forces and their dynamics are assumed to be static ͑Eq. ͑4͒͒, estimating three angles is essentially the same as solving Eq. ͑1͒. According to "Wahba's problem ͓24͔," the information of two vectors represented in both a fixed frame and a rotated frame is needed to determine three angles in a rotation matrix. In this case, only the information of gravitational forces ͑one vector͒ is available. Therefore, it is impossible to determine these angles without additional sensor measurements. However, it is interesting to note that some other approaches ͓4,3,8͔ did report successful estimations for two road angles using information of gravitational forces only. This is not because they have used better sensors/algorithms in their estimation system, but because their road bank/grade angles were defined relative to the vehicle yaw angle. It is the same situation shown in Case II, where we can obtain two road angles with a known vehicle yaw angle. However, it should be noticed that the previous definition of road angle is enough to model vehicle dynamics on a sloped road. The purpose of estimating those road angles is essentially the same as estimating the road angle effect discussed in this paper.
When trying to include additional sensors for angle determination, one would think of angular rate sensors in the first place. According to Ref. ͓22͔, the angular rate information can improve the observability of angle estimation only when the associated observability matrix does not lose rank along the entire trajectory. According to the lower plot in Fig. 7 , the observability matrix of angle estimation does lose rank along the entire trajectory. Therefore, as shown in Case V, even one uses several angular rate sensors, the angle estimation is still erroneous. This paper presents the possibility of road angle estimation even when road angles are varying with time. It would be interesting to discover the capability of the proposed method on extreme cases such as the smallest detectable road angles, the highest rates of road angles, etc. Unfortunately, because this is a nonlinear system, the estimation performance largely depends on the values of the vehicle states. Besides, due to the sinusoidal relationship between road angles and gravitational forces ͑Eq. ͑1͒͒, a small road angle does not always lead to a small variation of gravitational forces; the frequency content of the road angles is different from that of the gravitational forces ͑Fig. 10͒. Thus, it is difficult to make a conclusive remark on these performance limits.
Due to system nonlinearity and complexity, we have not found an easy way to show the system observability analytically. Thus, the qualification of those sensors is questionable to some extent. However, the suitability of those sensors can be explained intuitively by the following: Four suspension displacement sensors provide the information of vehicle roll angle, pitch angle, and displacement/velocity/acceleration along vertical directions; the longitudinal velocity sensor provides the information of velocity/ acceleration along longitudinal directions; and the lateral acceleration sensor, together with information from longitudinal velocity and tire model, provides velocity/acceleration along lateral directions. Therefore, with those three types of sensors, most vehicle states and road angle effects can be correctly estimated.
The observability analysis of the vehicle system should be performed on the original system ͑22-state vehicle model in this case͒ instead of on two subsystems ͑vehicle yaw model and vehicle roll model͒ as presented in this paper. The reason of doing observability analysis on subsystems is that our observer is constructed on these two subsystems with the switching computation scheme. According to our preliminary analysis, the observability of two subsystems is only a necessary condition for the observability of the original system. More investigations on this issue are still underway.
This paper mainly focuses on using less amounts of sensors for road angle estimations. The robustness issues from model uncertainties, such as no aerodynamics, simplified linear apart from kinematics, minimal unsprung mass dynamics, no suspension effects on tires, etc., are not fully addressed. The work for the robustness analysis is underway.
Conclusion
In this paper, a method for estimating road angles and their effects is presented and verified by simulation results. A 22-state vehicle model is used to ensure the estimation accuracy under various vehicle behaviors. The switching observer technique is used to suggest suitable sensors for the estimation system and to reduce the amount of equation derivations by half for the state 
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Transactions of the ASME observer constructions. Three types of sensors are chosen to work with the estimation system, which are lateral acceleration sensor, longitudinal velocity sensor, and suspension displacement sensors. According to analysis, three components of gravitational forces can be treated as the road angle effects on the vehicle dynamics. These forces can be correctly estimated only when most of vehicle state values are known or correctly estimated simultaneously. The proposed method can estimate these forces ͑road angle effects͒ accurately under various vehicle maneuvers ͑for example, tires are on/off the ground͒ and for constant/time-varying road angles ͑for example, sinusoidal waves, 10 deg, 0.25 Hz͒. The estimation accuracy of road angle effects is less than 7.5%. On the other hand, the road angles cannot be correctly estimated neither with the current sensor deployments nor with additional angular rate sensors. They can be correctly estimated only when the vehicle yaw angle is known.
